
Joint Development, Development-
Oriented Transit and Transit-Oriented 

Development

Three Key Concepts in 
Station Area Development



Santa Ana Joint DevelopmentSanta Ana Station Area

Joint development is usually a small portion of a 
larger station area.

Project Scale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCALE:While transit-oriented development is defined as the entire area within a 5-minute walk (or 1/2 mile radius) of the station, joint development is usually a single site within that area. It is important to consider the design and programming of joint development sites as elements of the larger station area.Because of their size and location, and because the public partner may be able to support risks that private developers can not, joint developments canServe as catalysts or anchors for future development;Attract people and investment to a station area which might make it more attractive for other developers;Provide infrastructure that future projects can share.



What it is:  Development at a transit station that results 
from a partnership between a public agency and a private 
developer.

Joint development at Baltimore’s Cultural Center Station:  before (left) and after.

Joint Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When constructing a new transit line, a transit agency, State deptartment of transportation, or other public agency who constructs the line typically purchases more land or right-of-way that it will need.The land that is owned by the public agency, if purchased with federal transportation funds, is eligible for joint development.The Federal Transit Administration has specific guidance on joint development that needs to be followed. Federal approval is typically needed, but a lot of flexibility is provided to the local public agency in developing joint development agreements.These can involve sale or leasing of the public land asset. CAUTION:  Because joint developments often occupy key locations near the station, their design and programming are especially important.



Public Agency (e.g. transit agency, city, 
county or state department of transportation)

Own or control the land, often located 
immediately adjacent to the station.
Ownership allows them to control what goes on 
the site and how it relates to the transit station 
and the neighborhood.
Goal:  make a profit and support transit service.

The private role (e.g. non-profit or for-profit developer):
Develop the site, and then turn it over for sale or lease OR acquire it or obtain a long term 
lease themselves.
Bring expertise in market demand and construction processes.
Goal: make a profit and possibly support the health of the neighborhood if they own other 
nearby sites.

A design for the LaCrosse Transit Center, which will be 
built by a private developer.

A Public-Private Partnership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAUTION:  What is most profitable for the two partners may not always be serve the need for a walkable neighborhood with a diverse mix of uses.  Transit agencies constantly struggle to find revenues to provide and maintain transit service.	Some states do not allow use of state gas tax revenue for transit. Minnesota voters just amended this.	Federal funds cannot be used for operating costs.	Fiscal crisis and backlog GET INFO ON WHAT WAS CUT LAST TIME BY LEGISLATURE >>> I THINK IT WAS $4 million or something to provide local context.Joint development can be an important strategy to use land asset to generate revenue through Sale or Lease.CAUTION: May create a tension between use that will generate most money and use that is the most community-oriented (i.e. affordable housing).



What it is:  Transit designed to support development 
through convenient location, design and schedules. 
Streetcar suburbs.

Streetcars fostered the development of the Central City 
and expansion of the suburbs in nineteenth-century 
Minneapolis.

Photo: Minneapolis Public Library

Development-Oriented Transit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historically, most of the transit in the U.S. was development-oriented transit.  Streetcar lines were built by private developers and land owners in order to make development more profitable at a time when most people did not own cars.The original development-oriented transit assumed that cars were rare and pedestrians were king.  Frequent transit headways and convenient curbside stops made streetcars the mode of choice for commuting, shopping, and social calls.Most cities that developed before the mid-1920s have existing streetcar suburbs (though the streetcars themselves are probably long-gone).  They have a distinctive layout that made access to transit easy and convenient for residents and visitors alike.  The street that hosted the streetcar is lined with shops that come right up to the sidewalk and feature large windows so that pedestrians and commuters could see what the shop had for sale.  There are apartments and smaller houses within a block or two of this main street, and then larger houses, schools and churches fill in behind.  Sidewalks connect everything.



The location of this Phoenix light rail 
station in the middle of a street, is typical 
of newer systems, but not ideal in terms 
of promoting station area development.

This park-and-ride in Seattle puts the 
automobile ahead of the pedestrian and 
surrounding development…but it may be an 
excellent redevelopment opportunity 
someday.

Barriers to Development-Oriented Transit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a variety of reasons, transit planners have lost the knack of development-oriented transit:Expense - many modes require dedicated rights-of-way, and the cheapest place to find these is in existing rail, road and highway rights-of-way, which are usually isolated from development opportunities;Outdated planning - some highways were designed to include a transit right-of-way…right in the middle of twelve lanes of traffic;More complex communities - The original streetcar builders were often dealing with relatively few property owners and very large tracts of land.  Today’s transit planners are more likely to be weaving a transit system through existing development patterns.  System designers may be tempted to avoid some alignments in order to minimize public concerns.A tradition of auto-oriented transit  - Many bus and light rail systems are designed to attract people who drive to transit.  Convenient parking lots may make the station more appealing to some riders, but they create huge barriers for pedestrians and any developers who might wish to capitalize on the visibility and foot-traffic of a location next to the station.



What it is:  Development within a 5-minute walk of a 
transit station that both supports transit and works as a 
vibrant, desirable place.

TOD projects underway along the 
Hiawatha Light Rail. 

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)



No cookie cutter for Transit-Oriented Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no single prescription for TOD.  Different types of station areas need different types of development to function best. Use this chart as a good starting point for evaluating planned development, but remember that FUNCTION is the ultimate measure of good TOD.  Does the development:Increase “location efficiency” so people can walk and bike and take transit?Boost transit ridership and minimizes traffic?Provide a rich mix of housing, shopping and recreational choices?Provide value for public and private sectors, new and existing residents?Create a sense of place?



Simply locating development 
adjacent to transit is not enough.

Does the use support transit, 
i.e. would people take transit 
to get there?

Is the design walkable, safe 
and inviting?

Is the size and scale 
appropriate?

Does the development support 
community needs?

TOD vs. TAD
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Presentation Notes
Compare Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) with it’s “evil twin” Transit-Adjacent Development (TAD):Both are located in the station area - that is within a 5-minute walk or a 1/2 mile radius of the station; BUTTAD hangs on to more typical development patterns like big surface parking lots and entrances convenient for drivers, while TOD is designed to provide safe, convenient and appealing access for pedestrians between development and the station.TAD is programmed with uses that might work together well in a suburban shopping strip (for instance, a series of big-box stores where you might make several stops if you had a car to carry home your shopping), while TOD includes uses that support transit throughout the day and night (for instance, a mix of housing, jobs and smaller shops that pedestrians and transit riders might be tempted to visit).TAD often looks so vast you can’t imagine walking from one end to the other, while TOD is designed to cover the same area with a more interesting array of buildings and civic spaces that invite pedestrians.



• Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
• Development-Oriented Transit (DOT)
• Joint Development (JD)
• Transit-Adjacent Development (TAD)

A rose by any other name may not smell as sweet…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check project against the goals you are trying to achieve Transit agency:Generate Ridership and RevenueRiders:Increase convenience, mobility choices and a mix of usesNeighbors: Maintain and increase property valueIncrease mobility choices and minimize traffic impactsEnhance neighborhood livabilityLocal government:Maximize tax revenuesFoster economic vitality and redevelopment potentialPrivate Developer or LenderMaximize return on investment …. Make a profit.Minimize risk and complexity.



• American Public Transit Association (APTA) TOD links 
http://www.apta.com/research/info/briefings/briefing_8.cfm

• Federal Transit Administration (FTA) TOD links 
http://www.fta.dot.gov/planning/programs/planning_environment
_2364.html

• FTA Joint Development Guidance ()
• ULI report, Ten Principles for Successful Development Around 

Transit 
http://www.uli.org/AM/TemplateRedirect.cfm?template=/CM/Con
tentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=64862

• Met Council’s Guide for TOD 
http://www.metrocouncil.org/planning/TOD/tod.htm

Additional Resources

http://www.apta.com/research/info/briefings/briefing_8.cfm
http://www.fta.dot.gov/planning/programs/planning_environment_2364.html
http://www.fta.dot.gov/planning/programs/planning_environment_2364.html
http://www.uli.org/AM/TemplateRedirect.cfm?template=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=64862
http://www.uli.org/AM/TemplateRedirect.cfm?template=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=64862
http://www.metrocouncil.org/planning/TOD/tod.htm
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